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SUMMARY

Adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus leads to the
incorporation of thousands of new granule cells into
the dentate gyrus every month, but its function
remains unclear. Here, we present computational
evidence that indicates that adult neurogenesis
may make three separate but related contributions
to memory formation. First, immature neurons intro-
duce a degree of similarity to memories learned at
the same time, a process we refer to as pattern
integration. Second, the extended maturation and
change in excitability of these neurons make this
added similarity a time-dependent effect, supporting
thepossibility that temporal information is included in
new hippocampal memories. Finally, our model
suggests that the experience-dependent addition of
neurons results in adentate gyrus networkwell suited
for encoding newmemories in familiar contexts while
treating novel contexts differently. Taken together,
these results indicate that new granule cells may
affect hippocampal function in several unique and
previously unpredicted ways.

INTRODUCTION

The dentate gyrus (DG) is one of two brain regions with substan-
tial neurogenesis throughout the lifetime of mammals (Altman
and Das, 1965; Eriksson et al., 1998). In rats, thousands of new
granule cells (GC) are born into the existing circuitry every day
(Cameron andMcKay, 2001), though only a fraction of these cells
survive to become fully functional neurons (Kempermann et al.,
2003). Each newborn neuron undergoes a maturation process
lasting several months, developing electrical properties that
are highly similar to developmentally born GC and forming
synaptic contacts with the same afferent and efferent neurons
(Esposito et al., 2005; van Praag et al., 2002; Zhao et al.,
2006). While these adult-born neurons ultimately appear iden-
tical to those born in utero and postnatally, the maturation
process progresses through states that make immature neurons
distinct frommature GC. The integration of new neurons into the
existing circuitry involves complex mechanisms for synaptogen-
esis (Toni et al., 2007, 2008) and is accompanied by distinct
physiological properties, including lower threshold and higher

amplitude long-term potentiation (LTP) (Ge et al., 2007;
Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004) and potentially greater excitability
(Esposito et al., 2005). Furthermore, there is a pronounced rela-
tionship between behavior and neurogenesis. Physical activity,
environmental enrichment, and learning increase proliferation
and survival of new neurons (Gould et al., 1999; Kempermann
et al., 1997; van Praag et al., 1999) whereas age and stress
adversely affect the neurogenesis process (Gould et al., 1991;
Kuhn et al., 1996). Antidepressants have been shown to stimu-
late proliferation and require neurogenesis for their function
(Sahay and Hen, 2007). The regulation of survival appears to
be particularly dependent on activity, as new neurons pass
through a critical period for survival that requires NMDA activa-
tion and that benefits strongly from environmental enrichment
(Tashiro et al., 2006, 2007).
Despite this increasing understanding of how new neurons

integrate into the functional DG network, it is still unclear what
the function of this process is. Computational studies have
demonstrated how neurogenesis may affect memory formation
(Aimone and Wiskott, 2008; Becker, 2005; Chambers et al.,
2004; Deisseroth et al., 2004; Wiskott et al., 2006). While the
functional implementation of neurogenesis differs greatly
between models, ultimately most of these computational results
suggest that, without this addition of new neurons, new informa-
tionmight be encoded in amanner that disrupts previousmemo-
ries. Conversely, numerous behavioral studies (using a range of
knockdown techniques) investigating the role of new neurons on
several different hippocampal memory tasks have reported
mixed results (Leuner et al., 2006). For example, at least three
separate studies have demonstrated that rodents with reduced
neurogenesis showed impaired performance on the Morris
water maze (Dupret et al., 2008; Snyder et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2008), but no differences in water maze performance
were seen in several other studies using different (and in one
case the same) knockdown techniques (Saxe et al., 2006; Shors
et al., 2002).
The difficulty in observing a strong knockdown phenotype on

classic hippocampal memory tasks, combined with the observa-
tion that the DG may only be required for certain hippocampus-
dependent behaviors (McHugh et al., 2007; Nakashiba et al.,
2008), suggests that neurogenesis may not be critical to many
of the functions that the hippocampus has classically been as-
signed. Rather than suggesting that neurogenesis has no cogni-
tive relevance, it is important to consider an alternative: that
new neurons provide functions that have not previously been
described for the hippocampus. For example, in a recent
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communication, we described a hypothesis for how immature
neurons may alter the DG’s function of reducing similarity
between information sent to the hippocampus (i.e., pattern
separation) by being more active than fully mature GC. Such
increased participation over transient periods could be the
source of the temporal associations seen in long-term memory
(Aimone et al., 2006).

To address this question about neurogenesis function, we
have developed a computational model of the DG system that
incorporates many of the aforementioned features of the matu-
ration process. The analysis of the model was principally
focused on the pattern separation function of the DG, which
has been predicted theoretically (McNaughton and Morris,
1987; O’Reilly and McClelland, 1994; Treves and Rolls, 1992)
and examined using behavioral and physiological approaches
(Bakker et al., 2008; Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Kesner
et al., 2004; Leutgeb et al., 2007; McHugh et al., 2007). Because
most theories about DG function predated the wide acceptance
of adult neurogenesis, they do not account for the role of contin-
uous GC addition to the network. Therefore, a theoretical basis
for how neurogenesis may affect this pattern separation function
should be developed. Of particular interest is the question of
whether a neurogenic DG provides any functional benefit apart
from that proposed for the nonneurogenic DG. Any such

Figure 1. Overview of Neural Network Model
(A) Simplified block diagram of network architecture.

(B) Sketch of newborn granule cell (GC) maturation

process implemented in model.

(C) Growth of the GC layer and cell death.

(D) Timeline of model growth initialization and growth.

(E) Sample input neuron activity in different environ-

ments (Env). Medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) neurons

(top) have spatial response, lateral EC (lEC) neurons

(bottom) fire at equal rates at all spatial locations.

(F) Illustration of how the network is trained and tested.

During training (top), model ‘‘explores’’ random paths

within an environment. During testing (bottom),

network activity is measured in a series of spatial loca-

tions that tile the environment.

insights, in turn, could influence the design
of new behavioral and physiological tasks
that are necessary for fully understanding
the role of new neurons in cognition.
In this paper, we will describe several

distinct theoretical results from our study.
First, we examined how neurogenesis
affects the similarity between DG outputs
when testedwith a simple pattern separation
experiment. Second, we looked at how the
dynamics of the neurogenesis process
affect pattern separation over time. Third,
we used the model to show how the addition
of new neurons shapes the way that the
DG will encode different contexts in the
future as well as in the present. Finally, we
investigated how changes in neurogenesis

rate that are observed in clinical conditions may affect these
functions.

RESULTS

Computational Model of DG Neurogenesis
We modeled adult neurogenesis by designing a complex neural
network that includedmany of the specific details of adult neuro-
genesis and the DG (described in Experimental Procedures and
Supplemental Model Description available online). While there
are many approaches to modeling neural systems, we hoped
that this ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach would reveal possible functions
that would otherwise go unnoticed in a simpler model. The DG
networks we used contained six separate populations (layers)
of cells. These included two input regions—the lateral and
medial entorhinal cortex (lEC and mEC, respectively)—the
neurogenic GC layer and three local interneuron populations:
excitatorymossy cells (MC), inhibitory basket cells (BC), and hilar
interneurons (HI) (Figure 1A). Before experimentation, newly
generated networks were ‘‘grown’’ to full size using a paradigm
designed to reflect the developmental growth of the DG. The
nonneurogenic cell layers (all but GC) and the connections
between themwere initialized fully when the network was gener-
ated. The GC layer was initialized with a large number of
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immature neurons, and these, as well as all later newborn
neurons, matured and developed connections according to the
maturation process (Figure 1B; Supplemental Text). Initially the
GC layer had twice the number of input EC neurons, 800 GC
compared to 400 EC neurons (including both the mEC and lEC
layers), but after full growth the GC layer had approximately
five times the total number of EC neurons (Figure 1C). This ratio
corresponds to the ratio observed in the developed rat DG
(200,000 EC neurons to 1 million GC; [Amaral et al., 2007]).
New neurons were born at a rate of 10 per day—though not all
survived (Figure S2A). At the time of testing, the model GC layer
grew at roughly 10% per month, similar to what has been esti-
mated in young rats (!6%; Cameron and McKay, 2001).
After initialization, the input layers provided highly structured

inputs representing different ‘‘environments’’ for the equivalent
of 120 days, during which time each network grew by generating
new neurons and integrating them in the circuit in an activity-
dependent manner (Figure 1D). On each training trial the model’s
inputs were determined by a random path through the environ-
ment that activated spatial grid cells (mEC) (Solstad et al.,
2006) and context-specific neurons (lEC) (Figures 1E, 1F, and
S1), which in turn activated the GC population (Figure S2B). At
120 days, the network was duplicated, with one network
continuing to grow with neurogenesis (‘‘NG’’ network) while the
other network ceased to have new neurons born (‘‘No NG’’
network). These two networks were presented with a fourth envi-
ronment for 40 days before experimentation.
The afferent and efferent connections of new neuronswere not

formed immediately but rather gradually as the neuron matured
within the network according to the rate of connectivity seen bio-
logically (Toni et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2006; Figure S2C). New
GCcompetedwith existing GC formany of their excitatory inputs
(Figure S2D; Toni et al., 2007), and these synapses were the only
plastic synapses in the model, experiencing LTP and long-term
depression (LTD) at a rate determined by the age of the synapse
(Figure S2E). Due to having only young synapses, immature
neurons exhibited the highest levels of LTP in the model, though
mature neurons were capable of learning at lower levels. This
finding is consistent with several studies of LTP and adult neu-
rogenesis (Ge et al., 2007; Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004). The
connections formed within the network mimicked the general
topography of the observed connectivity in vivo (Amaral et al.,
2007; Figure S3). The maturation of the immature neuron physi-
ology, including membrane resistance, resting potential, and
firing rates, proceeded according to what has been observed
biologically (Esposito et al., 2005; Ge et al., 2006; Figure S4).

Immature Neurons Contribute ‘‘Pattern Integration’’
to DG Pattern Separation
The first behavior we directly examined in the DG networks was
pattern separation. Pattern separation is a computational
process by which similar information entering a network results
in distinct outputs. This process is believed to be critical in the
formation of memories in the CA3’s autoassociative network
(Treves and Rolls, 1992) and has long been considered a natural
function for the DG, due to its high density of sparsely active GC.
Following the growth of the NG and No NG networks (Figure 2A),
we tested the output of the DG layer using different EC inputs

that varied by changing the context (lEC input) and spatial loca-
tion (mEC input), expecting that the DG’s outputs from these
events would be considerably more distinct from one another
than the inputs were (O’Reilly and McClelland, 1994). For highly
similar EC inputs (similar spatial and contextual information), the
two networks performed comparably at pattern separation.
However, when the inputs becomemore dissimilar, the orthogo-
nalization of outputs was inversely related to the degree of neu-
rogenesis, with the No NG network outputting the most separate
signals whereas the NG networks actually appeared to blur
together outputs for very dissimilar inputs (NG versus No NG;
p < 0.01; Figures 2B and 2C).
The observation that pattern separation is affected by the

presence of new neurons is consistent with our previous theory
that the new neurons respond too broadly to be effective sepa-
rators (Aimone et al., 2006). Furthermore, we had also predicted
that the mature neurons in the neurogenic DG would still be
separating the EC inputs. When the immature neurons were
removed from the analysis, we indeed saw that it was the new
neurons that were affecting this response, as fully mature
neurons were still sparsely active and effective at separating
the cortical inputs (Figure S5A). Therefore, while new neurons
appeared to affect the global pattern separation capability of
the DG, the mature cells continued to perform as expected.
The degree to which the outputs from NG networks were more
similar than those from the No NG networks was dependent on
the rate of neurogenesis: as expected, the greater the neurogen-
esis rate, the larger the pattern integration effect (Figure S5B).
Based on these results, we speculate that the pattern separa-

tion function of the DG is more complex than previously consid-
ered: while mature GC effectively separate information arriving
from EC, the immature GC provide associations between events
(Figure 2D). This latter role, which we refer to here as pattern inte-
gration, is most prominent when events are highly dissimilar and
may help to form associations in the CA3 during memory forma-
tion. This pattern integration effect is different from the pattern
completion function that has been proposed for downstream
hippocampal areas. Pattern completion produces the same
output from related but different inputs, allowing the reconstruc-
tion of a memory from a partial cue, whereas pattern integration,
as described here, limits the amount of separation of very distinct
inputs.

Dynamics of Adult Neurogenesis Result in ‘‘Temporal
Separation’’ of Memories
The observation that immature neurons increase the similarity
between DG outputs suggests that young GC are contributing
information while the DG pattern separates. One possibility
that we discussed in our previous report is that this added asso-
ciation relates to time (Aimone et al., 2006). Namely, the pattern
integration effect observed with neurogenesis may represent
information about the temporal relationship between two events.
Whereas events close in time will encounter the same immature
neurons, thus adding similarity to their DG representations,
events encoded far apart in time will utilize distinct sets of imma-
ture neurons, making their representations more distinct.
To examine whether the time between events presented to the

network affects the decrease in pattern separation that is
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observed for events presented to the same network, we tested
the network daily in one environment while continuing to grow
it in a separate environment (Figure 3A). Each day, after the
growth phase, the network was tested in each of the previous
test environments at 400 distinct positions (with plasticity
disabled), and the outputs of the network were compared across
time. The NG network’s ability to separate two inputs strongly
depended on the amount of time that elapsed between their
presentations. If the two events occurred within a short time of
one another (within 1–2 days), the resulting DG output demon-
strated the same added similarity (when compared to the No
NG networks) that was observed between events occurring at
the same time (Figure 3B). However, for events presented further
apart in time, the influence of immature neurons reversed, and
the separation of temporally distant events in NG networks
was better than that of the No NG networks (interaction of neuro-
genesis and time; p < 0.01). This improved separation was not
a result of the network learning, as there was no plasticity in
response to the test environments, but rather was a result of
temporally separated events being encoded with distinct popu-
lations of immature neurons.

Interestingly, in addition to the time that elapsed between
events, the degree that neurogenesis affected separation of
these events was also a function of how similar the inputs
were: inputs that were already well separated were more

Figure 2. Pattern Separation by Dentate
Gyrus (DG) Model
(A) Schematic showing pattern separation experi-

ment. Once grown for 160 days, NG and No NG

networks were tested at different locations and

environments, each providing a different entorhi-

nal cortex (EC) input to the model.

(B) Effect of EC similarity (x axis) on the similarity

between DGoutputs (y axis). In networkswith neu-

rogenesis (NG, red), very low input similarity

results in relatively higher DG similarity, an effect

we refer to as pattern integration. Pattern integra-

tion does not occur in nonneurogenic networks

(No NG, blue). Similarity is measured by the

normalized dot product (NDP). The difference

between NG and No NG networks was significant

(p < 0.01). Error bars represent standard deviation.

(C) The decrease in pattern separation with neuro-

genesis occurs with both spatial (medial EC) and

contextual (lateral EC) inputs.

(D) Cartoon schematic of pattern integration

effect. Two events encoded by similar EC popula-

tions activate distinct mature DGneurons, yet acti-

vate the same immature neurons.

affected by the immature neuron popula-
tion and appeared to retain a neurogene-
sis-dependent similarity for a longer time
(Figures 3B and S6). In contrast, imma-
ture neurons were not as effective at
contributing similarity to events that
were initially very similar, as these inputs
were strongly separated by mature cells
in the network. Although the pattern inte-

gration effect was strongest during the encoding of events with
already separate EC representations, neurogenesis improved
the separation of two events most profoundly at high levels of
input similarity when the events were separated by several days.
The temporal dynamics observed in the pattern integration

effect emerge from the continuously changing immature GC
population, with attrition of older immature neurons through
maturation and cell death and replenishment by the birth of
new neurons (Figure 3C). This dependence on time suggests
that the pattern integration effect does not simply reduce pattern
separation, but rather fundamentally changes the DG’s separa-
tion function. Because of the changing immature neuron popula-
tion, the DG not only separates events based on their contextual
and spatial similarities, but also by their temporal relationship.
This temporal separation is accomplished even though the
‘‘when’’ part of memory may not be explicitly part of the inputs.

New Neuron Maturation Allows Specialization
in Encoding Familiar Environments
While our modeling results concerning pattern separation show
that young GC have unique properties that may affect DG func-
tion, the long-term survival of these neurons suggests that adult-
born GC continue to affect hippocampal function after they pass
through this immature phase. The influence of environment on
the survival of adult-born GC indicates that the ultimate function
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of these neurons is determined by their experience. To investi-
gate this long-term function of neurogenesis, we examined the
response of the network to the four environments that it was
exposed to during the development of the network (familiar
environments, ‘‘FEs’’) as well as a novel environment (‘‘NE’’;
Figure 4).
An inspection of one network’s response to testing at different

locations in each of the four different FEs and an NE after training
in all four FEs revealed that each environment activated different
groups of GC neurons (Figure 4A). Exposure to the first three
FEs resulted in the activation of large, separate fractions of the
GC population, whereas themost recently experienced FE, envi-
ronment 4, had a smaller, yet still grouped, response. Testing
within theNE (environment 5), however, activated only a disperse
set of neurons, with few GC showing a preference for the NE.
As suggested by the results showing the temporal dependence
of pattern integration, the population of immature neurons
changed as the network passed through time. We allowed the
network to grow andmaturewithin theNE, and as a result, a pop-
ulation of GC that preferred the NE emerged (Figure 4B). In addi-
tion, the response to the fourth FE (environment 4) was stronger,
even though the network did not experience that environment
again.

When considered by date of neuron birth, it is apparent that
the GC that responded the most to an FE were those neurons
that matured within that environment (Figures S7A and S7B).
Neurons did not begin to acquire specificity to an environment
until they were about 3 weeks old; when the environment
changed, the existing population of immature neurons was the
first to specialize, followed by the neurons being born. This pop-
ulation of immature neurons that has yet to specialize (labeled
with an ‘‘*’’) responded to all environments, and it was this non-
discriminating response that led to the pattern integration func-
tion observed only in the NG networks described earlier.
We performed a similar analysis on networks where neuro-

genesis was halted after the third FE. While the No NG networks
had specialized neurons that responded preferentially to the
four FEs because new neurons continued to enter the network
until day 120, the No NG networks did not have a group of
neurons that responded preferentially to the NE on day 160
(Figure 4C), and they failed to develop one even after extended
exposure within that environment on day 200 (Figure 4D). In
addition, the No NG networks lacked the population of immature
neurons observed in the NG networks (Figures S7C and S7D),
explaining the lack of pattern integration by No NG networks
(Figure 2).

Figure 3. Effect of Time between Events on Pattern Separation and Pattern Integration
(A) Schematic showing the pattern separation experiment extended over time. The model continued to grow with maturation, neurogenesis, and cell death

between testing sessions, at which time the response of the model was measured at different environments and spatial locations.

(B) Effect of time between events on pattern separation of inputs that are 80% (top), 50% (middle), and 10% (bottom) similar. Note how DG similarities between

events separated in time are lower than those tested on the same day. Both the decrease in similarity over time and the interaction between time and NG/No NG

groups were significant for each of the input similarity groups (p < 0.01). Error bars represent standard deviation.

(C) Cartoon schematic of temporal separation. Two similar events, when separated by time, will activate distinct mature DG neurons, but also a different pop-

ulation of immature neurons, increasing the separation of the two events.
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Figure 4. Response of DG Network to Familiar and Novel Environments
Environments were examined in each of the environments used during network growth. Within each environment, firing rates in response to 400 spatial locations

were determined.

(A) A sample response of a NG network’s granule cell (GC) population upon presentation to 400 spatial locations within each familiar environment (FE) and one

novel environment (NE) on day 160 (gray, >2 Hz; green, >4 Hz; blue, >6 Hz; firing 2 Hz or below not shown). Neurons are sorted on the x axis by age—oldest on the

left, youngest on the right. Note how neurons of similar ages respond to the same environments.
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The development of these dedicated populations suggests
that the continual growth of the DG is not simply the random
addition of newdimensions, but rather a process bywhich young
GC form dimensions specialized to environmental features
experienced during maturation (Figure 4E). Starting with the
large population of GC maturing at birth, the DG appears to be
growing into a structure designed to process information in the
context of what the network has experienced in the past. In
such a network, new events will be encoded using the dimen-
sions defined by previous events. Importantly, because there
may be aspects of new events that are fundamentally novel
(thus cannot be accounted for by existing GC), neurogenesis
allows the DG to adapt by adding new dimensions.

Aging and Stress Affect Adult Neurogenesis Function
One of the most pronounced features of adult neurogenesis is
that it is heavily regulated by experience. We measured the
role of neurogenesis modulation by approximating two condi-
tions that decrease neurogenesis levels: aging, which results in
a chronic decrease in the number of new neurons (Kuhn et al.,
1996), and stress, which can induce a rapid decrease in neuro-
genesis rates (Gould et al., 1991). Both aging and stress are
complex physiological states that affect many neural systems,
and their interactions with other modulators of neurogenesis
are likely complex. In this study, we have used simple decreases
in neurogenesis rates to investigate what the general effects of
changing neurogenesis rates are on memory formation.
We simulated aging by gradually decreasing the rates at which

new neurons are introduced to the model over time (Figure 5A).
Although the neurogenesis rates slowed, the network continued
to grow in size throughout the experiment.We repeated the three
studies described above at different points in the network’s
growth. Pattern integration is significantly lower in networks
with decreasing neurogenesis than networks with a constant
neurogenesis rate (p < 0.01; Figure 5B), though pattern separa-
tion is not as strong in aged networks with constant neurogene-
sis (Figure S8). In contrast to young networks, the time between
events did not affect pattern integration in networks with
decreasing neurogenesis, suggesting that temporal associa-
tions in aged networks will be impaired (Figure 5C). Temporal
associations remained in networks that aged with full neurogen-
esis. Re-exposure of the aging networks to their FEs revealed
that the groups of specialized GC are smaller in the FEs experi-
enced later (Figure 5D). This finding is in contrast to networks
without decreasing neurogenesis rates, where the size of the
specialized GC populations does not decrease substantially
with aging (Figure S9).
While aging is a chronic condition that results in a gradual

decrease of proliferation, stress is one of several conditions
that can result in a sharply decreased level of neurogenesis
(Gould et al., 1991; Mirescu and Gould, 2006). We modeled

stress by immediately decreasing the neurogenesis rate to
75% of its baseline amount, followed by a subsequent recovery
60 days later (Figure 5E). While the rate changes were acute, the
effects on DG function were gradual. The depletion of immature
neurons shifted the DG pattern integration response (measured
at 10% EC similarity) to pattern separation, and the response
shifted back to pattern integration following recovery of neuro-
genesis (Figure 5F). Importantly, both transitions took between
10 and 15 days to reach their steady state due to time required
for new neuron maturation. Although the pattern integration
was diminished in the stress condition, the dependence on
time remained, albeit at a lower level (Figure 5G). Similar to the
aging results, re-exposure of the stress networks to their FEs re-
vealed that the FEs experienced at the time of low neurogenesis
have a diminished representation (Figure 5H), though environ-
ments after recovery are represented well. This finding suggests
that a transient lack of neurogenesis may affect the way memo-
ries are later encoded within environments associated with
a stressful period but that this effect can be reversed for future
memories in subsequent environments.

DISCUSSION

Adult-Born Neurons Have Multiple Functions
Our study suggests three possible functions for adult-born GC:
(1) newGCprovide a level of similarity to events that would other-
wise be separated, a process we refer to as pattern integration;
(2) this integration effect is temporally dependent, possibly
leading to associations between contemporaneous events while
increasing the separation of events further apart in time; and (3)
the neurons involved in this integration effect mature into unique
dimensions that may be used to improve the encoding of future
memories. These functions are not independent; rather, they
each emerge from the experience-dependent maturation
process that new neurons undergo (Figure 6). During maturation,
new GC transition from progenitor cells to fully functional
neurons. For the first few weeks of this process, the electrical
properties of immature neurons are quite different from those
of mature GC (Esposito et al., 2005). We observed that the pop-
ulation of immature neurons with increased excitability might
actually decrease the separation function performed by the
DG. Furthermore, because the maturation of immature GC is
continuous, this pattern integration effect is dependent on the
amount of time between two events, providing the mechanism
for encoding the temporal relationship between events that we
had proposed before (Aimone et al., 2006). Our data suggest
that memories formed within a few days will utilize the same
immature GC, allowing for associations between memories
that occur at the same time.
Our earlier hypothesis did not address the role of the neurons

that survive beyond this pattern integration stage. While

(B) Response of the same NG network to the same environments on Day 200. Note the increase of the preferring group to Env 4 and the development of a prefer-

ring group to Env 5. The young population of GC that respond to all inputs are labeled with an asterisk (*) in (A) and (B).

(C and D) The response of a sample No NG network to the four FEs and one NE on day 160 (C) and day 200 (D). Note the failure of the No NG to develop a pop-

ulation of neurons that preferred Env 5.

(E) Cartoon schematic of DG specialization. Adult-born neurons are involved in the encoding of events during their maturation. Those same adult-born neurons,

once mature, are utilized when that event is remembered or experienced again.
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a significant fraction of immature neurons dies before they are
fully mature, a nontrivial proportion of them remains alive indef-
initely (Kempermann et al., 1997, 2003; Tashiro et al., 2006).
Our results show that the activity-dependent maturation of these
surviving neurons results in the generation of specialized groups
of GC that may improve the encoding of that environment in the
future, consistent with biological studies using immediate-early
genes that showed that neurons responded preferentially to
events that occurred during their maturation (Kee et al., 2007; Ta-
shiro et al., 2007). These populations of neurons represent new
dimensions that the DG can use to encode new memories—
dimensions that are ‘‘custom-built’’ for the information contained
in those memories. Indeed, the same neurons that perform
pattern integration between events when they are young ulti-
mately comprise the new dimensions to better encode those
events when they are older. While pattern integration is adding
similarity to the encoding of current events, the new neurons
are gaining specificity that will lead them to improve the encod-
ing of future events.

Relationship of Current Hypotheses to Previous
Theories of Hippocampal Function and Neurogenesis
Function
The idea that DG sparse coding leads to pattern separation has
been developed over recent decades (Kesner et al., 2004; Leut-
geb et al., 2007; McNaughton and Morris, 1987; O’Reilly and
McClelland, 1994; Treves and Rolls, 1992). Our results support
a pattern separation function of mature neurons in the DG,
although the presence of neurogenesis in our model suggests
that pattern separation is not as straightforward as previously
considered. Instead, we propose that the separation effect of
the DG is dependent on both the structure of inputs and when
the inputs are presented. If two stimuli are very similar, the sepa-
ration provided by the mature neurons outweighs the integration
effect of immature neurons, but when inputs are already en-
coded separately, the pattern integration effect contributed by
immature neurons is more evident. Pattern integration essen-
tially acts as a lower bound to the pattern separation process
for temporally proximal events, but for events occurring at
different times, pattern separation dominates. Furthermore,
while the hippocampus has long been considered critical for
the encoding of temporal information, these studies have
focused mostly on recurrent network dynamics in the CA3 and
spike-timing dependent plasticity (Dan and Poo, 2004; Dragoi
and Buzsaki, 2006). Both these effects operate at time scales

considerably shorter (seconds and milliseconds) than the
temporal associations proposed here (hours and days). These
different temporal dynamics would not be redundant but rather
complement one another in the addition of temporal context to
new memories.
Several hippocampal studies have suggested that the DG’s

pattern separation function is only required during initial memory
formation, with memory retrieval bypassing the DG via the direct
EC-CA3 projection (Kesner et al., 2004; Treves and Rolls, 1992).
Limiting the DG’s involvement in this way would also confine the
effects of neurogenesis to the encoding-phase of memory
formation. This conclusion suggests that any temporal informa-
tion contributed by immature neurons would be stored and ulti-
mately recalled elsewhere in downstream hippocampal areas
(CA subfields) or cortex. Accordingly, we have focused our study
on the role of neurogenesis in the encoding of memories, though
future workmay reveal that the presence of neurogenesis affects
the retrieval of memories.
Our approach to modeling adult neurogenesis differs consid-

erably from that of previous models of adult neurogenesis (for
review, see Aimone and Wiskott, 2008). These distinctions likely
underlie the differences between our results and previous theo-
retical results. Themodel presented here has at least three major
features that distinguish it from previous modeling studies: (1)
the inclusion of details about the maturation process; (2) simula-
tion over long time scales, allowing successive generations of
new neurons to populate the DG; and (3) assaying DG function
by measuring pattern separation while using biologically derived
inputs. The extent of biological detail included in this model is in
contrast to previous computational studies of neurogenesis that
investigated the effect of either neuron addition or turnover on
specific network functions in less complicated models. While
those models have revealed several possible functions for the
addition of new neurons in simple network architectures, we
believe that the inclusion of biological details was important for
our observation of several network behaviors heretofore not
described.
In some cases, our results were similar to those of other

models. For example, our results showing that FEs attain dimen-
sional independence due to thematuration process are similar to
the hypotheses put forth by two previous computational studies
that suggested that new neurons protect old memories by
increasing the capacity available for encoding new memories
(Becker, 2005; Wiskott et al., 2006). However, these studies
suggest that the acute effects of stopping neurogenesis would

Figure 5. Effect of Neurogenesis Modulation on Function
(A) Time course of neurogenesis in aging study. After day 120, networks were grown for 400 days with either decreasing neurogenesis (red) or constant neuro-

genesis (blue).

(B) Pattern integration in aging networks, measured by ability of network to separate already dissimilar inputs (input similarity of 10%; p < 0.01).

(C) Temporal dynamics of pattern integration (input similarity of 10%) in young (solid line) and old (dashed line) networks. Pattern integration depends on time in

young networks, but time between events has limited effect on old networks.

(D) Response of aged network to familiar environments (FEs) after full growth (gray, >2 Hz; green, >4 Hz; blue, >6 Hz; firing 2 Hz or below not shown).

(E) Time course of neurogenesis in stress study. After day 120, networks had 60 days of decreased neurogenesis followed by full recovery (red), or no change in

neurogenesis (blue).

(F) Pattern integration in stressed networks, measured by ability of network to separate already dissimilar inputs (input similarity of 10%; p < 0.01).

(G) Temporal dynamics of pattern integration (input similarity of 10%) before (solid line), during (dashed line), and after (dotted line) stressful experience.

(H) Response of stressed network to familiar environments (FEs) after full growth.

Error bars represent standard deviation.
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be substantial, potentially leading to the collapse of previously
encoded memories, whereas our model predicts that the cessa-
tion of neurogenesis would result in a more subtle deficit: new
environments would continue to be encoded using a combina-
tion of previous environments, but their transition to being
familiar would be impaired.

Limitations of Our Computational Approach
While the complexity of this model was important for the gener-
ation of novel, behaviorally testable predictions, both the accu-
racy and completeness of the model are issues that remain to
be addressed by both biological studies and future modeling
work. Adult neurogenesis is a dynamic area of research and,
as is the case with all computational models, future results
may make it necessary to revisit certain assumptions made in
the model. This caveat does not negate the validity of the results
proposed here, but it underscores the importance of future bio-
logical investigation of these hypotheses, as described in the
next section.

Our modeling and theoretical work has focused principally on
the DG, and it is possible that neurogenesis has unknown impli-
cations on other hippocampal regions. For example, the relation-
ship betweenGC andCA3 neurons is complex, as it appears that

CA3 pyramidal neurons and interneurons respond differentially
to bursting of GC (Henze et al., 2002; Lawrence and McBain,
2003). If new neurons do not fire in the same manner as mature
cells, it is possible that the CA3 will not respond as predicted.
Until the mossy fiber projection is fully investigated in vivo, the
precise effect new neurons have on CA3 is not entirely clear,
though recent work by our lab shows that they make functional
connections (Toni et al., 2008).
In addition to mechanistic details, it is not yet clear how

changing the pattern separation function in the DG will affect
information processing in the rest of the hippocampus. While
generally considered an associative network, the CA3 has
been shown to also contribute to pattern separation, though
this is believed to be fundamentally different from the separation
function of the DG (Leutgeb et al., 2007). Neurogenesis would
appear to be one source of this difference, as we are proposing
that DG is separating inputs according to time as well as specific
features of the events. In addition, further modeling work may
reveal how neurogenesis affects the network dynamics of the
DG. A more sophisticated understanding of the network
dynamics associated with pattern separation in the DG network
may clarify how this separation function affects the attractor
dynamics in the CA3.

Figure 6. Schematic Summarizing Possible Functions for Adult-Born Neurons
(A) Distinct events (different shapes) occurring at different times (labeled Time 1, Time 2, and Time 3). The events are colored by the time that they are presented.

The different events that are experienced will tune the maturing neurons to eventually fire specifically to those events.

(B) While immature, the new neurons associate events that occur around the same time (pattern integration). Events encoded at distinct times (Time 1 and Time 2)

activate different neurons (temporal separation).

(C) The young neurons thatmatured at time 1 (colored red) will later specify newdimensions specifically tuned to the same events they experiencedwhen young. If

the events that occurred during their maturation are re-experienced, the red neurons will be utilized to increase the dimensionality of the memory that is formed.
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In addition to more complex analyses of the network
dynamics, continued examination of the model’s behavior
considering other perspectives on hippocampal function will
be revealing, particularly with regard to how neurogenesis
affects the hippocampal representation of space and neurogen-
esis’ relationship to depression. The DG is believed to be impor-
tant in the formation of hippocampal place representations, and
GC have distinct spatial behaviors, though how they affect
hippocampal spatial processing is still unclear (Leutgeb et al.,
2007). Similarly, the role of DG in affective conditions, such as
depression, is unknown, though a strong relationship between
neurogenesis and certain antidepressant drugs suggests that
adult-born neurons play a role in affective state (Sahay and
Hen, 2007). The functional role of neurogenesis in encoding
space and affect is unknown, and further work is required to
relate the results of the model to these hippocampal functions.
Finally, as with other computational models, our study is

limited by details of the system that have not yet been fully
described. For instance, although the spatial properties of
mEC neurons have been well characterized (Hafting et al.,
2005), the structure of the lEC input to the DG remains unclear
(Hargreaves et al., 2005). For instance, GC in our model have
a spatial structure that is obviously influenced by the grid struc-
ture of the mEC neurons (Figure S1C). While in vivo studies have
shown spatial structure to GC responses, it has not been re-
ported as significantly grid-like (Jung and McNaughton, 1993;
Leutgeb et al., 2007). This difference in model behavior emerges
from the grid cells being the only input population with a spatial
structure. Furthermore, more examination is required to deter-
mine how immature neurons influence in vivo measurements of
DG neurons during behaviors and exploration.

Comparison of Hypotheses to Biological Studies
and Future Biological Predictions
Because multiple assumptions were required in this model to
arrive at the hypotheses presented here, testing the predictions
of the model with biological studies is essential. While there have
been many behavioral tests of neurogenesis knockdowns, the
interpretation of these results has been difficult and the rele-
vance to these specific hypotheses is unclear. Ultimately, since
we are proposing that neurogenesis contributes to memory
formation in manners not widely considered elsewhere, new
behavioral tasks must be designed to directly test these new
hypotheses.
Of the previous behavioral results using knockdownmodels of

neurogenesis, perhaps the most relevant to our model is the
observation that irradiated animals have improved performance
on a working memory (Saxe et al., 2007). One prediction of the
pattern integration hypothesis is that reducing neurogenesis
might result in an increase of pattern separation during memory
encoding. As a result, behaviors that benefit from greater sepa-
ration may show an improvement after the elimination of new
neurons. One interpretation of the working memory results is
that normal mice have difficulty distinguishing between the
current trial and recent trials, whereas irradiated mice have
a better ability to segregate their current actions from those of
the past. While pattern integration may make pattern separation
more difficult, it may be necessary for other behaviors that

require the animal to integrate information across several
learning trials.
Explicit testing of these hypotheses will require the design of

new behavioral tasks. While the design of new tasks is a consid-
erable undertaking, we can anticipate the types of tasks thatmay
be effective for studying each of these ideas. One possibility for
testing themodel is to simultaneously examine both pattern inte-
gration and temporal associations. The hypotheses suggest that
events occurring close in time will be associated with one
another, whereas events occurring several days apart will be en-
coded separately. An example behavioral paradigm using fear
conditioning would be to present multiple contexts to an animal
over time with one context coupled to an aversive stimulus (i.e.,
shock). The model would predict that animals would fear both
the context where the shock occurred and those contexts that
were proximal in time. One drawback to this specific example
is that context fear conditioning is affected in neurogenesis
knockdowns in certain conditions, so care must be taken to
ensure the underlying fear memory is present.
The final hypothesis—that adult-born neurons mature to

encode new dimensions—can also be examined behaviorally.
One implication of developing specialized groups of GC may
be an increased ability to acquire new memories that can utilize
those newdimensions. Animals that live extensively within an en-
riched environment have an increased survival of new neurons
that may specialize to features of that environment (Kemper-
mann et al., 1997; Tashiro et al., 2007). Given the DG’s presumed
role in memory encoding, we would predict that that these
animals may have a greater ability to learn within that environ-
ment than animals for which the environment is novel. One
possible behavioral task would be to pre-expose an animal to
several contexts over several weeks, which should induce pop-
ulations of specialized GC. Later, the animal would be trained to
fear one of these contexts, but not the others. We would antici-
pate that neurogenesis would improve the discrimination of the
feared context from the other pre-exposed environments.

Relationship to Human Memory
While these behavioral studies may be effective at testing simple
predictions that emerge from the model, the more complex
aspects of the effect of neurogenesis on memory may prove
too difficult to test in animal models. Examination of types of
memory in humans predicted to be affected by neurogenesis
may help reveal the role of new neurons in memory. Aging and
stress are two conditions prevalent in the human population
that have been correlated with low neurogenesis rates in rodent
models. Our results indicate that the chronic and acute
decreases in neurogenesis due to aging and stress, respectively,
may affect memory formation significantly.
The discovery of functional imaging measures that correlate

with human neurogenesis (Pereira et al., 2007) may permit the
examination of the effect of neurogenesis on performance on
psychological tasks that investigate the structure of human
memories (Bakker et al., 2008; Schacter and Slotnick, 2004;
Shohamy and Wagner, 2008). Although most hippocampal
network theories assume the DG’s role is limited to pattern
separation, some more general ideas for the structure of human
memories suggest a use for the added similarity that pattern
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integration provides. One example is the ‘‘constructive memory
hypothesis,’’ which postulates that memories are composed of
distinct elements that are stored separately and reconstructed
at the time of retrieval, as opposed to a pure reproduction of
a past event (Schacter and Addis, 2007). If memories are indeed
stored in a distributed form, there is probably a requirement for
some additional information that binds the distributed pieces
together. While the pattern completion circuitry in the hippo-
campus would be effective at forming and recapitulating associ-
ations between items that occur at the same time or in sequence
(Rolls and Kesner, 2006), complex memories might require
a different mechanism to bind distributed components together.
Although the classical view of the DG is that it would separate
context from this information, immature neurons may limit the
amount of separation performed at the time of encoding. Memo-
ries encoded by the network would still be adequately separated
to the extent that effective attractors could be formed, but the
attractor states of these memories would remain related to
one another. Additionally, such associations would only be
meaningful if the added similarity was temporally constrained,
as there would be little benefit if all memories were linked to
one another.

We find that the acute drop in neurogenesis due to stress
greatly eliminates the pattern integration provided during
memory encoding. In the aforementioned constructive memory
framework, we would anticipate that this lack of pattern integra-
tionmay result in a decreased ability to combine distinct memory
components into uniform memories and may be revealed by an
improved performance on tasks designed to confuse informa-
tion with contextual clues. The effect of aging on pattern integra-
tion is less dramatic in our model; however, the increased simi-
larity occurring in older networks is not temporally dependent,
suggesting that, while the ability to bind memories together
remains with aging, this process loses its temporal precision.

In addition to a role for pattern integration, the possibility that
novel environments are encoded using a combination of neurons
previously used to encode familiar environments also fits nicely
into the constructive memory framework. Consistent with the
idea that memories are encoded in a distributed manner, we
observed that the DG’s representation of an FE included not
only those neurons that matured within that environment but
also neurons that showed a preference for other, previously
experienced, environments (Figure 4). One possibility is that
those neurons that are used in multiple environments encode
features that are invariant between the two contexts. Further-
more, in our study, NEs were initially encoded entirely by using
‘‘familiar’’ dimensions. Without having developed a set of
neurons customized to the current inputs, it appears that the
network approximated the entire context by utilizing other
neurons that matured in previous environments. Such a process
is similar to recent proposals about the process of imagination:
that thinking about the future consists of constructing a new
combination of old memories into a new package (Schacter
and Addis, 2007). Our results suggest that recently experienced
environments will not transition to being familiar after aging, as
there are few new neurons to commit to those contexts. A failure
of environments to transition to familiar may affect how memo-
ries are formed in aged or chronically stressed individuals;

even environments that should be familiar may be considered
novel if there is little neurogenesis available when previously
experienced.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the results of our study suggest that neurogenesis
may be acting on several different aspects of memory formation.
The computational effects of immature neurons integrating into
the network in this model were consistent with the hypothesis
we outlined earlier regarding the inclusion of temporal context
in new memories. In addition, we propose a new hypothesis
that fully mature, adult-born neurons are important for the
system’s response to new environments to progress from novel
to familiar. These hypotheses emerge from the features of the
neurogenesis process as the anatomy and function is currently
understood. While these hypotheses will be modified as more
is learned about this system, they provide a new direction for
future behavioral studies in both animal and human models
seeking the function of adult neurogenesis.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Note: This is an abbreviated description of the computational methods used in

our study. For a more complete description of the model used and supple-

mental tables, please see Supplemental Description of Model.

Overview of Model
Simulations and all subsequent analyses were performed using MATLAB 7.4

running on a Linux platform and were performed on a cluster of four Dell Preci-

sion 490n machines (2 x Dual Core Xeon 5130 2Ghz; 16GB RAM), for a total of

16 independent processors using theMATLABDistributed Computing Engine.

Model Architecture
The model’s architecture was principally based on several extensive reviews

of DG anatomy (Amaral et al., 2007; Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Patton and

McNaughton, 1995). We maintained the proportional relationships between

cell layers when scaling down the numbers of neurons and used the anatom-

ical structure of the connections between different neuron classes. The scale

of the model presented here consisted of 200 lEC, 200 mEC, 800 GC (initially),

120 basket cells (BC), 220 mossy cells (MC), and 220 hilar interneurons (HI).

The GC layer grew continuously at a rate of 10 neurons per day, which corre-

sponded to about 0.5%/day at the time of testing (Figure 1C). Between 25%

and 50% of the neurons died prior to maturing fully (Figure S2A). Neurons

were dispersed according to physical coordinates corresponding to the

septotemporal (dorsal/ventral) axis, and most afferent projections onto GCs

were topographical along this axis, with the exception of the mossy cells

that had an ‘‘antitopographical’’ terminal field (Figure S3). The outputs of

GCs obeyed a strict topography within the DG region. Full details of the model

architecture are given in the expanded supplemental model description.

Neuronal Simulation
The long time scales (months) over which neurogenesis acts and the avail-

ability of physiological data for immature neurons made conductance-based

modeling of this network impractical. The best-characterized physiological

parameters for interneurons andmaturing GCs are the basic biophysical prop-

erties of the neurons: membrane resistance (Rm), capacitance (C), resting

potential (Vrest), firing threshold (Vthresh), andmaximum firing rates (Fmax). Given

these data for each neuron population (Table S3), we used a digitized firing rate

model to simulate neuronal activity in our network (Figure S2B). For any

discrete time step, an ideal firing rate for the neuron was calculated and

then converted into the number of spikes expected for that period. In our simu-

lations, we used a time step of 25 ms.
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For each 25 ms time step, the membrane voltage, Vi(t) of each neuron i, at

time t, was calculated as follows:

Vi"t#= e$tstep=ti 3Vi"t $ 1#+
XJ

j =1

E%
Glutamate;i 3 fj"t $ 1#3wji +

XK

k = 1

E%
GABA;i

3 fk"t $ 1#3wki "1#

where tstep is the length of each discrete time step simulated,

ti is the membrane time constant of neuron i,

j = 1.J indexes over glutamatergic neurons,

k = 1.K indexes over GABAergic neurons,

Vi(t$ 1) is the voltage (relative to rest) of neuron i, at the previous time step,

E*Glutamate,i and E*GABA,i are maturation-dependent parameters that repre-

sent neuron i’s sensitivity to glutamate and GABA, respectively,

fj(t $ 1) and fk(t $ 1) are the firing of neurons j and k respectively at the

previous time step,

wj,i and wk,i are the strengths of the connections from neurons j and k

respectively to neuron i.

The first term in this equation represents the neuron settling to its resting

potential, and the second and third terms sum over all excitatory (j: 1 to J)

and inhibitory (k: 1 to K) neurons that projected onto neuron i, weighted by

the strength of each synapse (wji and wki) and the response of neuron i to

the neurotransmitter (E*Glutamate and E*GABA).

The potential of a neuron to fire in a given time step, PFire, depends on its

voltage, V(t) relative to the threshold voltage, Vthreshold, given by the following

equations:

if"V"t#>Vthreshold# /PFire =

minimum

 
FMax 3 tstep;

FMin 3 tstep + k"t $ 1#+ "V"t# $ Vthreshold#3
!
dF=dV

"
!

(2)

if"V"t#%Vthreshold#/PFire = k"t $ 1# (3)

f"t#= round"PFire# (4)

k"t#=PFire $ f"t# (5)

if"V"t#<$10mV#/V"t#= $10mV (6)

if"V"t#>Vthreshold#/V"t#=Vthreshold (7)

where FMax and FMin are the maximum and minimum firing rates for the

neuron, respectively,

k is a tracking variable that distributes spiking according to the firing rate,

dF/dV is the change in firing rate for each mV above threshold.

When PFire > 0.50, the neuron spikes (f(t) = 1) and the tracking variable k is

lowered, thereby reducing the likelihood of a spike in the next time step. In

the event that 0 < PFire < 0.5, the neuron does not spike (f(t) = 0) but k increases,

raising the probability of a spike at the next time step. The k term was random-

ized within a narrow range at the beginning of each event to account for vari-

ations in the initial state of the neurons.

Further details of how the model functions are given in the supplementary

model description.

Creation of DG Networks
Each network was generated with all neuron layers fully populated with the

exception of the GC layer, which was instead populated with a low number

of ‘‘newborn’’ neurons. These GCs (and later neurons born into the network)

were initialized with immature neuronal properties and lacked synaptic inputs

and outputs. The networks were then grown while exposed to a series of envi-

ronments presented for 40 days each (@10 events/day = 400 events), during

which time new neurons continued to be born and young neurons either

matured or were removed (cell death; Figure 1D).

At the conclusion of this initial growth phase, networks were further devel-

oped in a fourth environment with different experimental conditions. Networks

were replicated, and one replicate continued to grow with neurogenesis (NG)

and the other replicate network lacked neurogenesis (No NG). Maturation and

cell death of existing immature neurons continued in both experimental

groups. Network testing was performed at the end of this experimental phase.

Neurogenesis and Maturation
Neurogenesis and subsequent maturation were implemented in the model by

adapting the timeline observed in biological studies. New neurons were added

to the network according to a neurogenesis rate and their maturation took

place over several weeks. New neurons were initially born without synapses

and were incapable of firing action potentials. Their maturation included the

growth of dendritic arborizations (Zhao et al., 2006), spine formation (Toni

et al., 2007), physiological dynamics (Esposito et al., 2005; Ge et al., 2006),

and survival (Kempermann et al., 2003; Tashiro et al., 2007). The maturation

paradigm is explained fully in the expanded supplemental model description.

The physiological properties of the neurons were dynamic during their matu-

ration, and the following general relationships were used to determine the

physiology of immature neurons (see Supplemental Model Description for

specific algorithms and Figure S4):

SizefActivity (8)

Rmemf1=# synapses (9)

CfVolume (10)

tmem =RmemC (11)

Vrestf1=C (12)

FMaxfage (13)

EGABAfage (14)

Most parameters ultimately depended on either the age of the neuron,

activity of the neuron, or both. All neurons aged at an equal rate (leading to

increases in firing rate and GABA hyperpolarization for all immature cells).

Activity of the neuron corresponded to depolarization of the neuron by local

GABA interneurons initially and ultimately by glutamatergic inputs. After about

4 to 6 weeks, the neurons attained computational properties similar to those of

mature neurons (Figures 1B and S4).

The formation of synapses onto and from immature neurons was dependent

on the physical size of the neuron. When newborn GC dendrites reached a size

corresponding to an axon terminal field, they began to receive connections

from the appropriate populations. Connections that were formed onto spines

(from lEC, mEC, and MC) could be either de novo (entirely new) or involve

competition with existing synapses (Figure S2D). Aspiny connections (from

inhibitory neurons and GC outputs) were noncompetitive and all synapses

were formed de novo.

Plasticity of Synapses
A spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) learning rule was used for all excit-

atory synapses onto GCs. Learning was implemented between individual

neurons by correlating the input layer’s spike train (filtered by a STDP profile

observed in DG neurons [Lin et al., 2006]) with the firing of the downstream

GC. According to this rule, synapses in which afferent activity preceded down-

stream activity were potentiated whereas those synapses whose afferent

neuron typically fired after downstream spiking were depressed.

The plasticity of synapses decreased gradually over time, which focused

plasticity on immature neurons since young neurons typically had much

younger synapses than fully mature neurons. This spine age-dependent plas-

ticity resulted in increased levels of learning for immature neurons relative to

fully mature neurons, as observed in biological studies (Ge et al., 2007;

Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004; Figure S2E).
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Input Structure and Experimental Design
The mEC and lEC layers served as the controlled input to the model. mEC

neurons show a distinct ‘‘grid cell’’ behavior during spatial exploration(Hafting

et al., 2005). We implemented properties of the mEC’s spatial response,

including the relationship of grid size to dorsal-ventral position and the fixed

relationship between different grid cells across environments. lEC responses

are less well understood, but it is likely that they provide the hippocampus

highly processed representations of contextual feature and object informa-

tion—the ‘‘what’’ to the mEC grid cells’ ‘‘where.’’ The lEC input was constant

at different spatial locations but varied considerably across different contexts.

The different control of the two inputs means that switching environments

changed the spatial response of the grid cells and activated a different set

of lEC neurons, whereas changing position within a single environment only

affected the mEC neurons’ response (Figures 1E and S1).

During training and growth, each ‘‘event’’ experienced in the model involved

the network ‘‘moving’’ along a path within that context for 20 s (Figure 1F). The

mEC neurons fired according to the spatial location at each instant, whereas

the lEC neurons fired at rates determined by the environment.

During the testing phase, the network was successively placed in static

locations within that environment for 500 ms. During this time, mEC and lEC

firing rates remained constant. These trials tiled the environment uniformly

and the responses of the model were recorded for each location.

Pattern Separation Task
Pattern separation was analyzed in themodel by examining the similarity of the

network responses across different sets of EC inputs. In the novel pattern

separation task shown in Figure 2, two initial contexts (lEC patterns) were de-

signed to be nearly orthogonal and then 10 intermediate contexts were de-

signed using varying proportions of neuron activities from each of the environ-

ments. This design allowed for the examination of several degrees of lEC

overlap (contextual similarity). Within each context, the network was tested

at many evenly spaced locations to vary mEC input (i.e., spatial similarity).

The similarities between responses of each network at these different loca-

tions and contexts were then compared to the similarities of the input neurons.

The normalized dot product (NDP) was used to calculate the similarity, Simi,j

between the GC layer outputs in response to two different events,Xi, andXj, as

follows:

Simi; j =NDP"Xi ;Xj#=
Xi & Xj

kXik3 kXjk
(15)

where X is a 1 by N vector representing the response of the cell layer X to the ith

or jth event.

Temporal Separation
The impact of maturation on pattern separation was investigated by extending

the pattern separation task over time. After testing the pattern separation

ability, the networks continued to growwithin a new environment for themodel

equivalent of one day (10 events). The networks were then tested on the same

test environments. This procedure was repeated for a total of 10 days. After

this testing, the similarities of the outputs from different days were compared.

Measuring Responses to Familiar and Novel Environments
At day 160, the NG and No NG networks were tested (without learning or neu-

rogenesis) at 400 different spatial locations within the four environments that it

matured within (FEs) as well as a novel environment (NE). The firing rate for

each GC neuron at each spatial location was measured, allowing the results

to be compared across the different environments (Figure 4). Each network

then continued to growwithin the NE until day 200, at which point the networks

were tested in each of the FEs and NE again.

Aging and Stress Experiments
Aging was simulated by continuing to grow the network until day 520. In the

aging network, the neurogenesis rate was decreased by 5% every 10 days

starting on day 120 (Figure 5A). Environments were changed every 40 days,

for a total of 13 trained environments. Pattern separation was tested every

40 days, and the temporal dynamics of pattern separation was measured on

day 120 (experiment onset) and day 520 (experiment end). A second group

of networks was simulated with no decrease in neurogenesis.

Stress was simulated by decreasing neurogenesis to 2.5 neurons/day (from

10 neurons/day) on day 120 (Figure 5E). On day 180, the neurogenesis rate re-

turned to 10 neurons / day. As above, environments changed every 40 days.

Pattern separation was measured every 5 days, with temporal dynamics

measured on days 120 (experiment onset), 180 (end of stress period), and

280 (experiment end). A second group of networks was simulated with no

stress-related decrease in neurogenesis.

Statistical Analysis
Simulations of the model were run in sets of eight networks. All error bars

shown correspond to the standard deviation across the eight replicates.

p values were computed by two-way ANOVA performed using the MATLAB

Statistics toolbox.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

The Supplemental Data include nine figures, four tables, and supplemental

text and can be found with this article online at http://www.neuron.org/

supplemental/S0896-6273(08)01019-2.
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